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Abstract

possibilities contemporary communication methods may be
overlooking. They are meant to ask questions not provide
answers. The objects can be used to consider interactions in
a new light to be included in future product whether they be
hardware or software.

Abstract
Design in its nature is a future facing practice. But the future
is hard to predict or often even imagine. So how are we as
designer to approach these types of problems?
In this thesis I attempt a novel design methodology to
derive insights and produce new interaction models for long
range communication. The methodology, which can be
applied to any topic, focuses on a study of the past. More
specifically using experimental archeology, the practice of
rebuilding historical objects in order to test functionality and
viability of a hypothesis. For this project I learned how to
send smoke signals and built a working replica of the first
telephone. I learned the concepts of Morse code and early
visual semaphore languages. Using these as a launching point
I created a series of objects which strive to create more
expressive messages.
These object are tools for learning and exploring the
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message sent is only available to view for a small amount of
time, usually under 10 seconds. Most of our conversations on
it are casual, they are things along the lines of “I’ll meet you in
5 minutes.” These messages are meaningless after the event has
taken place. Snapchat acts like a verbal conversation, there are
low stakes in the things that are said and messages disappear
after they are read. It feels like the ephemeral quality of a face
to face interaction.

Introduction
In 5th grade, I got my first cell phone, my mom’s old Ericsson
GH 218. Before then, I used a phone card in the public phone.
I used the cell phone to call home for a ride or if I was going
to do something after school. My calls on this phone had to
be brief as we paid by the minute. These calls were purely
informational, “Hey mom I’m ready.” “Ok, I’m coming to get
you.” It was just how you talk to someone who is far away.
Today I would use Snapchat or a text for this kind of message.
The method of communication might be different, but the
content is essentially the same.
I wonder about how I communicate using my phone today.
Are there things I’m missing when I use technology to mediate
my conversation? Am I developing unusual patterns in how I
do things?
“You Snap each other??” A friend asks, amazed, when I tell her
my partner and I talk using Snapchat. Snapchat is a picture and
text based messaging platform. The main feature is that each

This was the start of my search for Communicatronics. I
wanted to figure out what might be our preferred modes of
communication in the future, and what objects might mediate
it.
William Gibson once said “to the extent that we’re able
to navigate into the future at all, we have to have an
understanding of the past.” Revisiting and reexamining the
past offers insights into how our predecessors did things and
how we can learn from them.
When Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone, he
didn’t create it as a stepping stone to the internet. Before
him, Samuel F.B. Morse didn’t invent Morse code to set the
groundwork for the telephone. What other stones might be
waiting around to be stepped on? I decided to take Gibson’s
advice and start by navigating the past to figure out what might
be waiting in the future.

Museums
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New England Museum of Wireless and Steam

I started my search of the past at the New England Museum
of Wireless and Steam. I arrived at the complex of old
buildings in East Greenwich, RI, around 9 am. Ken, the
museum volunteer that coordinated my visit, greeted me and
showed into the Wireless Building.
The building has two narrow corridors and each one is lined
with dozens of devices. Some are organized in display cases
while others are on shelves. The corridors are arranged in a
generally chronological order so walking through each one is
like moving through time.
I met Bob Merriam in the Massie Station Building, one of
the first radio transmitting stations which was moved to the
museum from Point Judith, RI. Bob founded the Museum in
1964, and has been growing and maintaining the collection
ever since. Today Bob is 93 and he is the only one in the
museum who knows how each instrument works. Upstairs
in the Massie Station, the original transmission station was in

Collection of telegraph keys

Antique and mostly operational radios
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one corner and in the other was a replica of a train station
telegraph.
Bob: Someone’s robbed the spring out of
this key
**Loud zapping sound**
Bob: There we go
Adi: That is… that is very loud
Bob: and that’s not a very big gap either
**More loud zapping**
Bob: dah dit dit dit dit dah, that’s test
in Morse code
Adi: Can you show me how this one was
used?
Bob: This is a typical telegraph set
you’d see at a railroad station. And
usually the circuit was a series circuit.
**Clicking sounds**
Bob: This are just the sounders there is
no buzzer
When my wife and I were traveling the
countryside collecting this stuff
particularly in railroad station we would
find the tobacco tins pinned behind the

Museums
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sounder and it puzzled me for a long time
finally an old timer said all that is is
to amplify the sound so you hear the
click better.
Adi: Can you tell me more about how to
operators used the [telegraph] keys?
Bob: Sometimes you’re on the water and
you ten ships and different ten operators
and you’d have ten different signatures,
and they’re going in different styles.
But they minute they start to send a
message you’d know who it was just from
the style of the key. Their hand they
called it. A lot of people had a swing
to their code they’d say ‘oh we know who
that is’

The spark gap generator, which was so loud it made me
jump, creates a disturbance in the atmosphere that can be
detected over a distance by a receiver device. Since Morse
code is essentially only looking for a long or a short signal, the
transmission doesn’t have to be clear, just there. Even with the
simplicity of the system, telegraph operators could detect each
other’s style and know who was signaling on the other end. If
these subtleties came through, what else could be transmitted?
Was it just another treatment for spoken language or was there
something more?
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Bob demonstrating how cigarette tins were used to amplify sound
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My next stop was The Chatham Marconi Maritime Center,
Chatham, MA, established in 1994 to preserve the grounds
of one of the earliest transatlantic communication sites.
The station operated as both a military base and a civilian
communication hub. The exhibit focuses on the role of the
station in transmitting messages, in the collection there are
several different types of teletype and teleprinter machines.
The teletype is a typewriter that prints Morse code tape
instead of words, this tape is then read by a machine which
translates the tape to electrical signals. These are received by
the teleprinter which translates them back to words and prints
the characters. While this may be faster, it starts removing
the human element that was present when Morse code was
communicated using keys. To learn more about all this I spoke
with Dick Kraycir, the Executive Director of the Museum.
His career was at IBM as an engineer, and he has an extensive
knowledge of modern as well as historic communication.

Museums

Teletype machine and Morse code ribbon reader

Adi: Can you tell me a bit about early
wireless communication methods?
Dick: So like you pointed out, there
were things like smoke signals. Some of
the earlier presidential elections in
this country, they announced who won by
one canon fire or two in the town square.
These are days before telephone and
telegraph.
The French had one of the most advanced
systems during Napoleon’s time. And it
was a series of semaphores.

Telegram and Morse code ribbon
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Adi: What are those?
Dick: You sat in a booth and you moved
these large wood arms into different
positions and somebody watched. They were
close enough that you can get a message
across France. I don’t remember what it
was, 15 minutes or something like that.
It was amazing what they do.
Then along comes of course the telegraph
and a lot is from a guy named Wheatstone
in England who invents a lot of
equipment. He was trying to develop
things with pointers on it. It’s like five
wires connected to five pointers and an
array of letters and if you get all the
pointers in the right place, it points to
a letter.
And then things changed once the
telephone comes about because now you
can have at least intonations and voice.
But when – the big change occurs when
wireless or a radio whether it’s voice or
Morse, because now things are very open
to the rest of the world.
So, communication takes these various
steps — which I was surprised that Sherry
Turkle’s book fits into this — that we
sort of picked up in our ability to
communicate one to one with things like
Skype are pretty good because you are
talking to each other and if you know

Dick in his office at Chatham Marconi Maritime Center

the other person, you know when they’re
joking. But as we moved away from that,
texting and Twitter and Facebook –
Twitter and texting have now gotten very
impersonal.
Adi: Well what about the speed of
communication, how does that change
things?
Dick: Today, we take communication so
much for granted that we forget that it
isn’t that long ago that communication
was not that easy.
In my lifetime, my grandmother lived in
New York. When we would want to call my
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grandmother, we picked up the phone and
we told the operator the number. And the
operator said, “I will call you back when
I can get through.”
And today, you pick up your cell phone
and if you can’t call your friend in
England or France or Germany, what’s
going on here? You expect to be able to
just pick up the phone, and the person
will answer at the other end. We have
friends in Germany and we’ll pick up the
phone and ready to call and said[sic],
“Wait. Wait. Wait. It’s 9:00 o’clock in
the evening here. It’s 3:00 AM. We don’t
want to call now.”
Adi: Suddenly you have to keep time in
two places just to talk to somebody.
Dick: And you would – when I was still
working and IBM have factories all around
the world and I need to talk to somebody
in India and I go to pick up the phone
and we had tie lines that got you to all
these different places. But now, it’s
lunchtime here. It’s midnight there.
Adi: Yeah.
Dick: They’re not going to be there.
When can I call? Well, there are two
sweet spots in the day that you can call,
right?

Museums
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Adi: Right.
Dick: That’s a piece of communication
that I don’t know really know what the
answer will be or how to accommodate that
because I don’t know about you but I have
different moods at different times of the
day. Around 7:30 in the morning, I don’t
want anyone to talk to me because you’re
going to get the yes, no. I need another
cup of coffee.

Whether communication means canon fire or the electrical
impulses of a telegraph, there is a language that has developed
to suit the need. As people get further away from each other
some expressiveness is lost. The language becomes more
mechanical and practical and less emotive and nuanced.
After talking with Dick, I realized that if I wanted to really
understand how communication works today, I had to find out
how it worked in the past. I had to build and learn how to use
these methods.

Smoke, Wires,
and Liquid Transmitters
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Smoke, Wires, and Liquid
Transmitters
In order to create Communicatronics I had to first understand
how tools mediated and created language. I broke this down
into three broad categories, disrupting, organizing, and
experimental archeology. Each of these allowed me a glimpse
into a different element of communication. A deck of cards
revealed people’s hidden associations of communication
methods. A cardboard divider created ingenuity and
resourcefulness in talking. A model of the first telephone
reminded me of how far technology had come. Each of the
experiments started with a kit of parts and followed a specific
procedure. From each experiment I recorded observations, as
well as images and sometimes video, and used those to derive
insights and lead the design of the following experiments.
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Smoke Signals
Equipment:
• Firewood
• Fire Starters
• 5 Gallon Bucket
• Fire Pit
• Blanket
• Matches
• Gasoline
• Green Leaves and Grass
Participants:
• Me
• Assistant
• Anyone nearby who could see
Procedure:
• Start Fire
• Add Leaves and Grass
• Cover With Blanket
• Lift Blanket to Release Plume of Smoke

Notes:
I was confident I would be able to send
up a beautiful plume of smoke that you
could see for miles around. I even
notified a few friends to look out their
windows for the smoke. I could only get
small puffs that would blow away almost
immediately. On one final attempt I must
have left the fabric on too long and
when I lifted the blanket I found it had
caught fire. I quickly stomped it out.
Observations:
• Environmental factors play a large
role in how smoke signals can be used
• Wind blew the plumes away before the
could rise
• I can only imagine how hard this might
be if it’s raining
• Each plume take a couple of seconds to
produce
• Blanket was too thin and smoke would
escape
• Maximum height of smoke: 6'
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Adding some fuel to the fire

Wetting the blanket

Adding leaves and grass to make a smokey fire

Starting the fire

Blanket after catching fire

The first piece of fabric was too thin and smoke
would seep through
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Releasing the smoke from under the blanket
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Conversation Mashup
Equipment:
• Post-It Notes
• Instruction Cards
• Cardboard Divider
• Sharpie Markers
Participants:
• RISD Faculty
• RISD Students
• Bus Plaza Passerbys
Procedure:
• Setup Cardboard Divider and Cards on a
table
• Allow Volunteers to Read Cards and
Answer Questions
• Begin Conversation. Timed: 5 Minutes
• Interview Participants
Notes:
I expected people to not want to
continue holding a conversation or just
resort to yes and no answers. After a
couple of minutes both people would get
used to the speed of the conversation
and manage to keep going. They showed a
resilience I did not expect to see.

Observations:
• The time mismatch between speaking and
writing was frustrating
• Talker would at times ask questions
while the writer was till responding
to a previous one.
• The interaction was playful
• Talker Knocked on divider to check
status
• Talker would get several answers at
once sometimes.
• “Texting [writing] feel private”
• “It was like talking to a computer”
• Participants were open to sharing
personal things.
Writer:
• Participants felt the writing was
rushed
• Writer stopped mid-thought
• Waiting experience similar to texting
• Wanted to have answers ready
Talker:
• Was able to get more in depth
• Anxious waiting for the next answer
• Wasn’t able to understand emotion
• Feel weird to wait for response
• Unsure if rushing writer
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Testing out the experiment in studio

A collection of messages on the talker side

Experiment with passerbys at Kennedy Bus Plaza
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Andy and Tim during the experiment

Smoke, Wires, and Liquid Transmitters
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Communication Card Sorting
Equipment
• Deck of Communication Cards
• Post-It Notes
• Sharpie Marker
Participants:
• RISD Students
• Volunteers in RI and WI
Procedure:
• Present Deck of Cards to Participants
• Observe Participants Order the Cards
• Interview Participants on the
Categories they Created
Notes:
I think this experiment worked very
well. Although there is still more I can
find out by spending time looking at the
data I’m already seeing patterns and
possibilities come out of it. Everyone
who took part in this experiment found
it easy to approach, but the amount of
time it takes creates a slight barrier.
Having people who are not from RISD do
this experiment yields more unexpected
results.

Observations:
• 2 General approaches to sorting
• Put each card at a time into a group
• Get all the cards on the table and
then sort
• Most participants organized into
discreet categories
• 2 participants organized into a
spectrum
• Not all cards are needed in order for
the experiment to work
• Some of the odd cards (spectral
possession, hallucinations, etc.) help
establish what the categories mean,
especially when they’re not grouped
together.
• The experiment is very approachable
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Stef organizing the deck

The kit was designed to fit in a small box

Lokesh considering the location of a card

All the parts a participant would need were included
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The cards used in the experiment
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Liquid Transmitter
Equipment:
• Scrap Plywood
• Black Cardstock
• Sticker Backing Paper
• Assorted Wires
• Hot Glue
• Tee Nut, 10-24, brad type
• Knurled nut, 10-32
• Flat washer, No. 10
• Screw, RH, 10-32 x 1
• Nut, hex, 10-32
• Nut, wing, 10-24
• Screw, FH, 10-24 x 1-1/4
• Cap, copper, 3/4
• Male Trap Adapter 1-1/2 to 1-1/4
Procedure:
• Follow instructions to build telephone
• Talk using the device
Participants:
• Me
• Assistant

Notes:
“Hello? Hello, Adi can you hear me?
Helllllo?” Those were the first words
spoken through the telephone—the
telephone that I’d built. I have decoded
the codes as far as they could go, I
have achieved voice communication.
While words are still a coded form of
communication, they are easily and
readily decoded by people.
Observations:
The phone was not too hard to make,
but did require a bit of tinkering to
actually get it working. Powered speakers
were needed to amplify the sound since
it was far too difficult to hear without
them. There is a certain level of
excited with people trying to speak into
the cone, but people are much more eager
to listen to it working. People were not
sure what to say into the cone since
there was no feedback given to them.
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Alexander Graham Bell’s notebook with a sketch of the
first telephone (Library of Congress)

Smoke, Wires, and Liquid Transmitters
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The needle suspended above the vinegar, vibrates when
someone speaks into the cone causing variable resistance
and transmitting sound
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The liquid transmitter attached to a multimeter to
ensure the proper current was running through the
system
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of America
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Calling from the Bottom
of America
There are many ways that communication plays out in
my day to day life. But how much of it has to do with the
technology or objects I use at any certain time? Does a cell
phone make it easier to talk to my friends or more challenging?
How are my expectations of information changing with
shifts in technology? I end up having a lot of information
thrown at me. Some is clear, some murky. Just in the format
of text messages I can send clear information like, “It was
raining at the beach today” or I can say “
.” Which,
according to emojitranslate.com, means about the same
thing. Understanding that string of emojis requires a bit of
creativity and knowing the context it was sent in. If you were
to use emojipedia.com, a website dedicated to defining emojis,
that message could also be read as “safe sex in the sea on
international emoji day.” I’m not here to saying that one of
these ways of communicating is better than the other. The
objects and methods we use to communicate will inform
how we assign meaning to symbols and transmit information.
I wanted to see if communicatronics could reprioritize
expressiveness over clarity.

Callling from the Bottom of America
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During the spring I traveled to Death Valley with a research
group. The group was led by Shona and Aly, both are faculty
in the Digital + Media program at RISD, and included Emily
and Eli as well as several students from the same department.
We arrived in the Las Vegas airport late in the evening. In
the morning we drove out to see Michael Heizer’s Double
Negative, an earthwork which consists of two trenches
spanning 1500’ on the edge of a mesa in the Nevada Desert.
We drove in 2 cars and—having coordinated poorly—ended
up on opposites sides of the earthwork. I tried using small
mirrors to signal the group on the far side, but the message—
not being expected—was not received. There is something
about knowing what to look for that helps in facilitating
communication, especially over distance.
The following morning we started driving toward Death
Valley. For the trip I had created a set of two “L” shaped
communication controllers, one red and one green. Each had
four buttons that activated coinciding LEDs lights (signs)
on the other. The lights would only be illuminated while the
button was pressed, so if you looked up you might miss the
message. I was looking back to smoke signals. I wanted the
participant to have to pay attention; I wanted to maintain the
idea that a message can be missed.
The number and shapes of the symbols were based on some
of the concepts of morse code. While Morse code is often
thought about as a binary system it actually includes five
distinct symbols. A dot (•), a dash (–), an inter-element pause
(the pause between a dot or dash), a short pause between
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letters, and a long pause between words. The pauses aren’t
often thought about as symbols, but they in fact function in the
same way as the dots and dashes. Without a pause there would
no differentiation between letters or words. Since I didn’t want
to communicate letters, I eliminated the inter-element pause
and settled on types of lights—a short and a long—and had
them arranged in horizontal and vertical pairs.

View from inside Double Negative (photo by Emily Pan)

The controllers being use in a car (Photo by Emily Pan)

As we were getting close to Death Valley we decided to try out
the devices between cars. No matter what we tried, we couldn’t
get the other car to turn on their controller until Shona waved
our’s out of the window. This was not unlike the situation with
mirrors, the receiver had to be ready for the message otherwise
it would go unnoticed. Immediately the light flickered to life,
and a game of matching what the other car was saying ensued.
We arrived at the lowest point in North America, we walked
out off the boardwalk onto a pier in the salt flat and out to
Badwater Basin. I knew it was going to be hot, but I didn’t
expected to be pushing 100 degrees in late March. I was
carrying a large bag full of equipment about a mile out onto
the salt flat. We wanted to get away from the crowds of tourists
in order to have a clear area to test the controllers.
For this experiment, I created a set of navigation cards, each
with a pattern drawn on it ranging from simple geometric
shapes to complex hiking trails. One of the participants would
get a card and have to instruct the other on how to walk that
given pattern using the device. I first gave Eli a card with a
simple square pattern to communicate.

The controllers in Death Valley (photo by Emily pan)
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Eli (left) giving Aly (right) directions using the controllers

Callling from the Bottom of America
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Direction cards used in Death Valley

Callling from the Bottom of America
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I offered very little restriction on how she could use the device,
I wanted to see how she decided to assign meaning to symbols.
The system I created with these devices was ambiguous by
nature—the LEDs didn’t point in a clear direction. Eli’s
method used two buttons for turning and the other two
for stepping forward and backwards. Aly, holding the other
controller, didn’t know the system yet. At first Eli struggled
to get Aly’s attention. She had to wave her hands in the air
until Aly looked up. Eli then started pantomiming the actions
she assigned to each light while she pressed the buttons. Now
each LED in the code started to have a meaning. Eli started
to signal the walking pattern, but after taking a few steps Aly
would forget what the symbols meant or turn right instead of
left. While the device itself wasn’t binary, each symbol was. It
was on or off and you had to remember what it meant. The
most expressive message that emerged was when Eli pressed
all the buttons at once to have Aly stop.
When Emily took the red controller she had to assign her own
meaning to the LEDs. She used only three of lights and totally
ignored the fourth. One button to move forward, one to turn,
and one to stop. Aly—being familiar with Eli’s system—was
thoroughly confused. She tried following them directionally,
but Emily was communicating in a completely different way.

Eli gesturing to teach Aly which button is step froward

The problem that became apparent with the controllers was
that each symbol become too defined. If you didn’t remember
what it was it would be very hard to figure it out, there was
no way to gesture within the system, both Eli and Emily had
to gesture outside of the controllers to explain the meaning
assigned to the symbols.
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There is a level of ambiguity that is useful in communication,
but the controllers had symbols that were at once abstract
and too specific. Given time with this device an expressive
language could emerge. People’s personalities will come out
in the way they send messages. But how different is this from
Morse code? This system fails in the same way Wheatstone’s
system failed, the complexity of the system didn’t match the
capabilities it allowed. Why would you need four lights and
not just one? Communicatronics needs a system that is not in
absolutes. The symbols used should not have to be memorized
to be understood, but be able to be interpreted. The
extra-systemic gestures from the controllers have to be
implemented into the object itself. There is room for this
system to exist but where would I find it?

Callling from the Bottom of America
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Sticks and Stones
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Sticks and Stones
On a shelf in a house there is a rock. It looks just like any
water smoothed granite rock, except a white line cuts through
the center of it.

A rock on a shelf receiving a message

At another house on a nightstand is a length of branch covered
in bark and lichen. It too, is bisected by a white line.
Either object is unique and the same. They are as close as I
can get to Communicatronics. They are not product proposals,
but rather concepts. They offer a limited set of functions
that allow for the development of language. The branch and
rock are used as mediators for sending light based messages.
I embedded each object with a strip of LED lights and two
buttons. One button is used to send a message, and the other
activates a secondary light mode. Both the rock and branch
work by detecting motion. A sender can gently tilt the object to
change the brightness of the message, or shake it to send the
lights flashing.

A branch on a nightstand receiving a message
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A branch being used to send a message
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Sticks and Stones

Detail picture of rock and branch
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I chose organic objects specifically to disassociate them from
any preconceived ideas of communication. These objects
are meant to represent concepts and allows people to openly
explore the interactions they offer. Embedding this in a phone
would have carried with it all of the usual habits a phone has,
and hindered the exploration of new possibilities.

How will you say “hello” using just light? How about “I love
you?” Can you give someone directions to your house? Or a
recipe for an omelette? The language developed through these
objects will not be bound to them. It can be embedded within
other products. What would an angry text messages be like
if all you had to do was shake your phone? Or send a tender
loving message by gently caressing it?

I am not proposing we only talk to each other with sticks and
stones. But after learning how much work went into sending
a smoke signal or navigating using lights in the desert I see
that there is a value to bringing gestures into long distance
communication.
If emojis were to be taken to this ambiguous extreme they
would just be ever changing patterns of light. The light
patterns are based on gestures and expressively show the
sender’s message. The receiver may or may not understand the
message immediately. Like understanding someone’s sense of
humor, if it’s the same as yours you’ll get it right away, but if
it’s different it may take a bit until you’re dialed in to it. But
over time a language will be developed. The objects in their
current state offer very rudimentary patterns. But as I see
people use them and react to them, I find new interactions to
add.
These objects are tools for examining and developing language.
There are endless ways to interact with objects and these two
objects are just scratching the surface. They are not the end of
Communicatronics but just another step in the process.
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In a world where our communication is becoming clearer,
faster and more direct, is there room for the pendulum to
swing in the other direction? Are there benefits to being
ambiguous, slower, and more expressive? If understanding
someone’s emoji language is a learned skill, then what other
languages are waiting to be learned?
If we want to peer into the future of communication we
have to be creative. The technology of the future is often
unimaginable today, just like our technology today was
unimaginable in the past. With advances in technology the very
basic understanding of our world may change. I am not here
to claim I have the answer or that I know what technology is
coming next. But rather suggesting that if we take a moment
to reflect upon the past we will find insights that inform the
nature of how we develop language through the objects we
have, which will help us navigate into a brave new world of
communication.
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Sticks and Stones

Rock and Branch disassembled
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